Read about Russia

Fiction by Russian authors
The Boarding School Girl
- Khvoshchinskaya, Nadezhda
891.73 Kre

Dead Souls
- Gogol, Nikolai
Fic Gogol, N.

War and Peace
- Tolstoy, Leo
Fic Tolstoy, L.

The Brothers Karamazov
- Dostoyevsky, Fyodor
Fic Dostoyevsky, F.

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
- Solzhenitsyn, Alexander
Fic Solzhenitsyn, A.

The Accompanist (1988)
- Berberova, Nina
Fic Berberova, N.

Petersburg
- Bely, Andrey
Fic Bely, A.

Fathers and Sons
- Turgenev, Ivan
891.73 Tur

A Russian Beauty and Other Stories
- Nabokov, Vladimir
Fic Nabokov, V.

Read about Russia

Fiction set in Russia
A Daughter of the Nobility (1985)
- Borovsky, Natasha
Borovsky, N.

The Winter Queen (2003)
- Akunin, B.
Mys Fic Akunin, B.

The Kirov Saga: Anna (1991)
- Harrod-Eagles, Cynthia
S Fic Harrod-Eagles, C.

Petersburg (1988)
- Hanlon, Emily
Fic Hanlon, E.

Dreams of My Russian Summer (1997)
- Makine, Andrei
Fic Makine, A.

Heirs of the Motherland (1993)
- Pella, Judith
Fic Pella, J.

Russka (1991)
- Rutherford, Edward
Fic Rutherford, E.

The Bronze Horseman (2001)
- Simons, Paullina
Fic Simons, P.

Gorky Park (1981)
- Smith, Martin Cruz
Fic Smith, M. and LP

Tell me about a great book to read

History, economy, religion
The Lost Fortune of the Tsars (1995)
- Clarke, William
947.083 Cla

The Oath: the remarkable story of a surgeon’s life under fire in Chechnya
947.5 Bai

The Dictators: Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia (2004)
- Overy, Richard
943.086 Ove

Religion in the New Russia (1990)
- Forest, James H.
291.0947 For

Casino Moscow: greed and adventure on capitalism’s wildest frontier (2001)
- Brzezinski, Matthew
306.0947 Brz

Moscow days: life and hard times in the new Russia (1996)
- Dutkina, Galina
306.0947 Dut

Black Earth: a journey through Russia after the fall
- Meier, Andrew
914.704 Mei
Biography/autobiography

Ours: a Russian Family Album (1983)
- Dovlatov, Sergei
  891.73 Dov

- Gerstein, Emma
  891.7 Ger

Valery Gergiev and the Kirov (2001)
- Ardoin, John
  784.2 Ard

Midnight Diaries (2000)
- Yeltsin, Boris
  B Yeltsin, B.

Nureyev, his life (1998)
- Solway, Diane
  B Nureyev, R.

My Sergei: a love story (1996)
- Gordeeva, Ekaterina
  796.91 Gor

Tchaikovsky (1995)
- Holden, Anthony
  B Tchaikovsky

Kyra’s Story: reminiscences of a girlhood in Revolutionary Russia (1975)
- Karadj, Kyra
  B Kar

Poetry and drama

Flight
- Bulgakov, Mikhail
  891.72 BulFl

The Plays of Anton Chekhov
- Chekhov, Anton
  891.72 Che

The Poems, Prose & Plays of Pushkin
- Yarmolinsky, Avraham (ed.)
  891.7 Pus

Masterpieces - Russian Drama (1961)
- Noyes, George Rapall (ed.)
  891.7208 Mas volumes 1, 2

Poems
- Pasternak, Boris
  891.71 Pas

Anthologies

- Erofeyev, Victor
  891.78 Pen

Pushkin’s Children
- Tolstaya, Tatyana
  891.73 Tolpu

Medieval Russia’s Epics, Chronicles, and Tales
- Zenkovsky, Serge A.
  891.7 Med

Art, music, dance

Carl Faberge: goldsmith to the Imperial Court of Russia (1979)
- Snowman, A. Kenneth
  739.22 Sno

Master Paintings from the Hermitage
  759.94 Mashe (1975)

Masterpieces of Russian painting - Russian icons and frescoes
- Farbman, Michael S., ed.
  759.7 Mas

A History of Russian Painting (1987)
- Bird, Alan
  759.7 Bir

Original Russian Cossack Music from the Urals (1990)
Compact Disc Original Russian Cossack

The Firebird (1978)
- Stravinsky, Igor

Bolshoi Ballet
Video AMT 792.8 Bol

Russian Folk Song and Dance
Video AMT 782.421 Rus